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Abstract

Trolling has become one of the dark side of using internet
and social media where anyone can demonstrate and promote
anger and narcissistic behavior. Trolls are meant to cause dis-
course between users via advancing personal political and so-
cial agenda. The goal of this study is to use state-of-the-art
computational linguistic approach, and semantic-sentiment
extraction techniques to find patterns for the trolling con-
tents. To do so, we employ word embedding technique to
explore patterns in the tweet context. We perform part of
speech extraction and analysis, n-grams and word cloud anal-
ysis from different tweet categories. Finally, we utilize the
SentiStrength approach to explore the sentiment rooted in the
semantics of the tweets. Our dataset contains 34,000 tweets.
The data are categorized as LeftTroll and RightTroll. We ap-
plied different feature extraction techniques to explore the
context of these trolls and the findings are promising.

Introduction

As the use of internet and social media are on the rise, peo-
ple are becoming more dependent on getting their news feed
from social media which eventually works as the origin or
source that shapes their political views.

These platforms give the opportunity for trolls to provoke
rumors, false information, and speculation, and to take ad-
vantage of other dishonest information to handle user opin-
ion (Derczynski and Bontcheva 2014a). Trolls have been
used in various occasion, i.e., writing fakes and untruth com-
ments, promote anger, and other posts in Twitter and so-
cial media platform to promote their goals (Derczynski and
Bontcheva 2014b), (Cambria et al. 2010).

According to (Bishop 2014), trolling is: ’the activity of
twitting or posting messages via a communications network
that are intended to be provocative, offensive or menacing’.
Those who post such tweets and posts are known as trolls.
As stated by (Hardaker 2010), a real intention(s) of trolls are
to cause disruption and trigger or exacerbate conflict for the
purpose of their own amusement.

The troll’s comments may have a negative psychological
impact on their targets and victims and possibly others who
participated in the same conversation. Therefore, It is imper-
ative to identify these types of misinformation and perhaps
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even terminate the conversation before it evolves into some-
thing psychologically disruptive for the participants. Moni-
toring conversations by human watch is costly and a labor-
intensive task. It can potentially place a severe burden on the
moderators, and it may not be an effective solution for huge
conversation and posts such as Twitter. These types of mis-
leading information via trolling urged researchers to develop
algorithms to automatically determine malicious comments,
which we refer them as trolling attempts. In fact, recently,
there have been some studies to automatically identify com-
ments containing cyberbullying (Van Hee et al. 2015), which
corresponds to the most severe cases of trolling (Bishop
2014). In this paper, we think it’s important to determine
trolling efforts, but also identify troll behaviours based on
their context and overlapping impact. Moreover, it is vital to
investigate sentiment, psychological, and opinion impact on
social media users.

It has been proved that one of the most important role of
trolls is to manipulate opinions. There have been various ev-
idences based on recent elections in USA and other places
that trolls could change users’ opinion (Im et al. 2019).
There is evidence that Russia’s Internet Research Agency
attempted to interfere with the 2016 U.S. election by run-
ning fake accounts on Twitter, often referred to as "Russian
trolls" (Im et al. 2019).

The goal of this paper is to investigate the following: first,
we aim to create Trolling-based features that might be use-
ful for research communities and new annotated resource
for computational modeling of trolling. Second goal,to ap-
ply word embedding to measure and find similarities among
linguistic terms according to their probabilities properties in
our dataset. Using word embedding can help us to under-
stand a term characterized by its company between Right-
Trolls and LeftTrolls. Using this approach, we are able to
categorize the terms that have influence both recipients of
Left and Right trolls. It is hard to identify the instances that
belongs to both side of ails, therefore, our model can be use-
ful to help a classifier for training with features taken from
model. As a result, we are trying to identify and extract to
key information from the tweet contents.

The rest of this paper organized as followings: In Sec-
tion 2, we explain the related work; Section 3 describe our
methodology; in Section 4, we provide the results and ex-
periments; and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
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Related Work

In this section we review the related work. Based of our
review of previous research, studies in this area belong to
trolling, abusive language, aggression detection, politeness,
and bullying. Bishop (2014) studied the troll’s personality,
their motivations, consequences, and on the people activ-
ity in psychological aspects of trolls. In anther study done
by OSullivan and Flanagin (2003), they focused on flam-
ing/trolls, and hostile and aggressive interactions that affect
on users (OSullivan and Flanagin 2003). In recent study by
Iqbal and Keshtkar (2019), they investigate how cognitive
features have been used in aggression languages in social
media. They used LWIC (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010) to
investigate phsycolinguistic features of aggressive posts.

Conforti, Pilehvar, and Collier (2018) proposed another
research related to fake news detection. They implemented
a four-stage system to verify rumor in fake news. They ap-
plied tracking and stance detection. Another study proposed
by Mojica de la Vega and Ng (2018), they presented a com-
putational modeling of trolling and they applied categoriza-
tion of trolling attempts in terms of troll’s perspective and
troll’s responders’ perspectives and produced an annotated
dataset.

Im et al. (2019) studied the impact of trolls by adversarial
individuals and organizations, They found that trolls have a
potential to substantially negatively impact society. On the
computational side, Mihaylov and Nakov (2016) (Mihaylov
and Nakov 2016) address the problem of identifying opin-
ion manipulation trolls, including paid trolls in news com-
munity forums. In studies Kumar, Spezzano, and Subrahma-
nian (2014) and (Kumar et al. 2018) they investigate on troll
identification, but also in predictions based on non-linguistic
information such as number of votes, dates, number of com-
ments and other meta data features.

In another research related to bullying (Xu et al. 2012),
they studied bullying traces. Bullying traces are self-
reported events of individuals describing being part of bul-
lying events, but they studied what are the real impact
of trolling on analyzing retrospective incidents in real-
time conversations. In similar Hardaker (2010) argues that
trolling cannot be studied using established politeness re-
search categories.

Based on all above studies, there are two differences be-
tween our research and related works. One is that trolling
is focused about not only abusive language but also a much
larger range of language styles and addresses the intentions
and interpretations of the Left/Right trolls that they can play
different role. Sometimes, Left trolls plays as a nighties and
vs Which goes beyond the linguistic dimension. Therefor, it
is hard to identify their role as a left or right. Second, we
are interested in trolling attempts and context from LeftTroll
and RightTroll.

Methodology

In this section we discuss the details of our methodology,
dataset, pre-processing, feature extraction, and findings that
came out of this research.

Dataset

The dataset comprised of 34,818 tweets with account cate-
gory label with RightTroll and LeftTroll. Table 1 illustrates
the distribution of the categories of left and right trolls. The
tweets were code-mixed, i.e., it contains texts in different
languages (written in Russian and Chinese but most are in
English). However, for our research, only English tweets are
considered. After removing non English tweets, the remain-
ing contains of 34,818 trolling tweets that 17,627 tweets are
in LeftTroll category and 17,191 tweets are in RightTroll.

Table 1 shows an example of tweets in left and right cate-
gories.

Table 1: Trolling Tweets
Tweet Category

President Trump In America we
dont worship government we wor-
ship God

LeftTroll

Liberals are the most hate filled,
racist, hypocritical, bigoted, irra-
tional :/, mentally unstable crea-
tures on earth. A danger to the
world.

RightTroll

Pre-Processing

Pre-processing is the technique of cleaning and normaliza-
tion of data which may consist in removing less important
tokens, words, or characters in a text such as ’a’, ’and’, ’@’
and other unnecessary stop words and lowering capitalized
words like ’APPLE’. We also normalize the dataset by ap-
plying linguistic reduction through stemming and different
form of standardization.

The texts contained several unimportant tokens, for in-
stance, urls, numbers, html tags, and special characters
which caused noise in the text for analysis. We cleaned the
data first by employing NLTK (Natural language and Text
Processing Toolkit) (Bird and Loper 2004) stemmer and
stopwords package. Here is an example of transformation
of text before and after pre-processing:
before: ’President Trump In America we dont worship gov-
ernment we worship God’;
after: ’president trump america worship government wor-
ship god’

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is an accurate and concise reduction pro-
cess of raw data to some grouped data (Features). In this sec-
tion we describe the features that extracted from the dataset
for further processing. Features are included BoW (Bag of
Words), unigrams, PoS (Part-of-Speech), Sentiment strength
and we applied WordEmbedding representation along with
PCA scores in order to explore the characteristics of these
trolling tweets.
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Figure 1: Word Embedding in a scatter plot using both Left-
Troll and RightTroll tweets with PCA scores

Bag of Word Features We extract unigrams, BoGs, from
tweets and count their occurrences using bag of word tech-
nique. We then use BoGs from each category (LeftTroll and
RightTroll) and build a word cloud to visualize most widely
used tokens in each of the tweet categories.

Part-of-Speech Features Part-of-Speech (PoS) are
classes or lexical representations which have similar gram-
matical properties. For the purposes of this research, we
used NLTK1 part of speech tagging package to measure
the occurrences of PoS tags in each tweet. This led to the
extraction of 24 categories of PoSs in our dataset.

SentiStrength Features

We propose a novel approach to compute sentiment and
the strength of each word in the dataset and obtained their
strength and distribution. We first apply the formula 1 and
2 to calculate polarity of sentiment and the strength of each
word.

x(w) = r(w).cos(θ) (1)

y(w) = r(w).sin(θ) (2)

The r is the weighted tf-idf score for each word w and θ
are the sentiment polarity score that was calculated using
NLTK’s vader package. x and y represent the coordinates in
the sentiment strength graph for each word w. The approach
was adapted from the technique applied by (Saif et al. 2014)

Word Embedding Classification

We used Gensims word2vec 2 package and used our train-
ing/test dataset to build word2vec word embedding model.
We applied the procedure with LeftTroll data and RightTroll
categories and created separate word embedding models. We
then represent the word embedding outcomes in scatter plots
along with PCA scores and compare contrast and difference
word embedding models with words from each category.

As results of Word2vector computation, Figure 1 illus-
trates the word embedding using both LeftTroll and Right-
Troll tweets. It also shows the distribution of PCA (Principle

1www.nltk.org
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html

Figure 2: Word Embedding in a scatter plot using LeftTroll
tweets with PCA scores

Figure 3: Word Embedding in a scatter plot using RightTroll
tweets with PCA scores

Component Analysis) score among the words in the embed-
ding within the same scatter plot.

Figure 2 and 3 represent the word embedding with PCA
score as axis for LeftTroll and RightTroll tweets respec-
tively.

Experiments and Results

In this section we discuss some of the key findings from the
research.

Here, we present some of the results that we performed
on the features that were extracted from the dataset. Table 2
shows the frequency distribution of some of the widely used
tokens among the LefTroll tweets.

Word Frequency

blacklivesmatter 1442
police 769
trump 640
policebrutality 626

Table 2: Examples of words in LeftTroll tweets

On the other hand, Figure 4 represents the word cloud of
the tokens (unigram) that were extracted from the LeftTroll
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Figure 4: Word Cloud for LeftTroll tweets

Figure 5: Word Cloud for RightTroll tweets

tweets. And it shown most of the topics are relate to social
issues.

Similarly, table 3 shows some of the widely used terms
among the RightTroll tweets.

Word Frequency

trump 2214
army 1984
patriot 1766
america 924

Table 3: Examples of frequent words in RightTroll tweets

Moreover, the word cloud for unigrams extracted from
RightTroll tweets is shown in figure 5.

We also extracted the part of speech of each unigram to-
ken from both LeftTroll and RightTroll tweets. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the results of PoS and their frequency that extracted
among both LeftTroll and RightTroll bag of words, where
NN is annotation for noun, NNS for plural noun, JJ and CD
for adjective and cardinal numbers respectively.

Figure 7 represents the sentiment scores and the relative
strength of each word in the tweets. Our research demon-
strates that the tweets have both positive y > 0 and nega-
tive polarized y < 0 tweets but it is worth noting that their
strength were mostly 50% effective in expressing the senti-
ment.

Furthermore, in this research we explored the patterns
that obtained in LeftTroll and RightTroll tokens in different
word embedding model. These patterns are generated using,
i) from both LeftTroll and RightTroll tweet tokens, ii) only
LeftTroll tokens from tweets and iii) only RightTroll tokens
. from tweets.

Figure 6: Results of PoS such NN, and JJ in Tweets

Figure 7: Sentiment-strength of words in tweets

Figure 8: Distribution of frequent LeftTroll tokens in com-
plete word embedding

In another experiment, Figure 8 and 9 demonstrates how
patterns of tokens from LeftTroll and RightTroll tweets are
distributed in complete word embedding and how their cor-
responding PCA scores are distributed.

Figure 10 and 11 demonstrates the distribution and PCA
scores of frequent tokens from LeftTroll and RightTroll
tweets in word embedding generated using LeftTroll tweet
tokens respectively.

Similarly, the patterns of the LeftTroll and RightTroll
in word embedding generated using RightTroll tweets is
demonstrated in figure 12 and 12 respectively.
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Figure 9: Distribution of frequent RightTroll tokens in com-
plete word embedding

Figure 10: Patterns of LeftTroll tokens in word embedding
generated using LeftTroll tokens

Discussion

Most of the LeftTroll tokens were about current social is-
sues including topics such as Black Lives Matter movement
and Police Brutality. Also, the LeftTroll tweets tend to ex-
plore and discuss issues from the left political spectrum in
United States but were often too directed to cops and gov-
ernment for any social issue. Even though the word ’Trump’
appears frequently in the LeftTroll tweets however the con-
text can be related to other topics such as police brutality
or white supremacy and others. And word cloud generated
from tweets in LeftTroll illustrates that. Also, patterns that
conducted from word embedding that used both LeftTroll
and RightTroll tweets showed Patriot to be the most frequent
topic with strong PCA score (lower score) when compared
with RightTroll tweets and Cops when compared with Left-
Troll tweets. This suggests that there is a strong political di-
vision in United Sates even among the trolling social groups,
one more vocal about social issues than the other. The find-
ings also suggest the topics like ’black lives matter’ appear
further away in the word embedding that was developed us-
ing RightTroll tweets. On the other hand, tweets from the
RightTroll tend to be more about national empowerment,
praising current president and at times demeaning minority
group.

Figure 11: Patterns of RightTroll tokens in word embedding
generated using LeftTroll tokens

Figure 12: Patterns of LeftTroll tokens in word embedding
generated using RightTroll tokens

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce a new computational model
based on word embedding and SentiStrength to explore
trolling in twitter data. We find semantic patterns that are
able to distinguish right and left trolls based on the tweet
content. For future work, we aim to extend our analysis on
a larger data that include other tweet and trolling categories.
We also aim to apply sentiment analysis and opinion mining
that trolls can affect on users using SentiStrenth approaches.
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